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Guidebook on Living Things Trademark(excerpts)
(Information provided by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries)

http://www.maff.go.jp/j/kanbo/kankyo/seisaku/s_ikimono/guidebook/index.html

How to put this Handbook to practical use?
This guidebook introduces cases of activities in many areas of Japan related to the Living Things Trademark. It
delivers points of importance in getting these activities in practices. The authors also want those farm producers,
local people who is starting their activities, or those who has started activities but is worrying with the unwanted
results, to use this guidebook. We would be glad if use of this guidebook would stimulate consumers to think about
living things that are in the background of their daily lives including food lives.
* Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan support the activity to promote Living Things Trademark.
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What’s the
“Living Things
Trademark?”
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Vocabulary

At present, all around Japan, farmers, fishermen and foresters have started trying
ways to restore environments rich in living things by changing the way they do
their daily work. In some cases, environmental education and awareness-raising
are accomplished through the medium of the products. Activities follow a variety
of patterns, but generally speaking they are identified by the “Living Things
Trademark,” which identifies “primary industries that are carried out with
consideration towards biological diversity and seek to communicate this goal
through products, etc.”
Using the Living Things Trademark does not require any special authorization or
qualifications. It is not just something to paste on a product for sale, either. As
long as the people involved feel they would like to create a rich natural
environment while also working in agriculture, forestry or fisheries and share its
bounties with other living things, anyone - producer or consumer - can start or
take part in a project.
When we speak of “protecting biological diversity,” it sounds as if this must
involve specialized, difficult measures, but the first step is merely to take a fresh
look at the natural environment at your feet, and start from what you as an
individual can immediately do. The Living Things Trademark type activities now
under way in regions all around Japan were all started by a handful of people and
developed by trial and error. You, too may want to give it a try, just starting with
what you can do.

Survey Project of Living things
in Rice Paddies of Tajiri Area

Winter-flooded Rice

Kashimadai Moroco Home Town Rice
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Takashima Paddies for Living Things Project
Growing Rice while Coexisting with Stork

Aso Grassland Restoration Seal

Creating Home Town Living with Crested Ibis

Vegetables that Likes the Lake
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Living Things Trademarks in Japan

Agriculture
Foresty
Fisheries
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